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The First Electrochemist
ITROUS oxide, accord-
ing to the science of a
century ago, was "the
principle of contagion when re~
spired by animals in the minutest
quantities." Mere say-so.
Imaginative yet skeptical Hum-
piney Davy, who believed in ex-
periment rather than in opinion,
"respired" it and lived.
It was this restless desire to test
beliefs that made him one of the
founders of modern science. Elec-
tricity was a new fore; a century
.ago. Davy used it to decompose
potash, soda, and lime into potas-
sium, sodium, and calcium, thus
laying the foundations of electro-
chemistry. With a battery of two
thousand plates he produced the
first electric arc -harbinger of
modern electric illumination and
of the electric furnace.
Czar Alexander I and Napoleon
met on a raft to sign the Treaty of
Tilsit while Davy was revealing
the effects of electricity on matter.
"What is Europe?" said Alexan-
der. " JVe are Europe."
The treaty was at that time an
important political event, framed
by two selfish monarchs for the sole
purpose of furthering their per-
sonal interests. Contrast with it
the unselfish efforts of Sir Hum~
phrey Davy. His brilliant work
has resulted in scores of practical
applications of electrolysis in in-
dustry and a wealth of chemical
knowledge that benefit not him-
self but the entire world .
In the Research Laboratories of
the General Electric Company, for
instance, much has been done to
improve the electric furnace (a de-
velopment of Davy's arc) and new
compounds have been electro-
chemically produced, which make
it easier to cast high-conductivity
copper, to manufacture special.
tool steels, and to produce carbides
for better arc lamps.
General Electric
general Office Company s.«, nee tady,.MY.
95-634 FBI
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Editorials
COMING HOME?
WILL you be here at the Commencement season this year to join the
multitude in paying tribute to Alma ~t[ater? Are you coming home?
The advent of spring always turns our hearts and minds to the old
hill where happy hours and days and years were spent. Here we mingled
with each other in our joys and sorrows, in our successes and failures,
weaving together into the warp and woof of our lives a fabric of love
and devotion which grows greater with the years. The warm breezes, the
clear sunshine, the budding trees and the blooming flowers remind us of
those days long ago when we were here and call us back together here
in the bosom of Alma Mater to renew our acquaintance with each other
and to be re-baptized with the spirit which means so much to all of the
children of this our mother.
The feature of Commencement this year will be the report on the
great campaign which has been in progress and which marks a step in
the development of Howard University as important as it is unique.
Never before has philanthropy turned toward us in such a degree. The
$250,000 offer of the General Education Board toward the endowment
of the Medical School was epoch making. Our promise to meet that
offer by raising a similar amount by popular subscription has resulted in
a publicity campaign which has brought the University to the attention
of the country as never before. Come back and hear about it. Hear how
the children of Howard and its good friends scattered throughout the
country have arisen to meet this challenge. It will do your soul good
and strengthen your appreciation of the role that Howard is destined to
play in American education.
Then too, there is another story to tell that will warm the cockles of
every heart, especially those, which, through many college generations,
have throbbed with strong beatings while we have struggled to hold aloft
the white and blue on the field of athletic sports. Some remember the
beginnings, others the halting advance. Still others will recall only the
5
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first gymnasium, a worthy provision for the early days but long S111ce
outgrown and obsolete. Old Spaulding Hall will always be cherished in
our memories and every blade of grass on the old athletic field will always
be dear. vVe rejoice to know, however, that both are destined soon to
live in memory only, since the old must give way to the new and yes-
terday must recede before tomorrow. Definite provisions have been made
for the new gymnasium and the new stadium. Come back to hear about
it and to join in the rejoicings.
The days rush by. One by one they slip into the past becoming at each
moment more and more remote. Each returning Commencement season
means one year less remaining -for you and for me. Let us love while
love lasts. Come home.
AMERICANS, BLACK AND WHITE.
By President Durkee of Howard University.
OTH! IG else knows a color line save human prejudice and that
prejudice holds only for human faces and. forms. God knows nothing
of such color line for He is the Father of all. His works reveal the
most marvelous blending 0 f all colors. How strange it would be not to
have different colors in human faces when all other animal creation, trees
and flowers, earth and sky and even the rocks have such variety of color.
There is no known process by hich the blood of a white man, a black
man, or a yellow man can be distinguished. "God hath made of one
blood, all nations." Roughly speaking the population of the world is
seventeen hundred millions. Two tenths or four hundred- and forty
millions are pure white. Three tenths or five hundred and teri millions
are yellow. Five tenths or eight hundred and fifty millions .have"more
or less of the black strain of blood.
History shows that at one time the yellow man seemingly dominated
the world. Later the black man controlled. In this era' the white nun'
rules. Are we destined to go again over such a long and weary rounel
of centuries of race strugglings or have we brains enough, and heart
enough, now to find some common ground where races may cooperate for
the good of all mankind. The question of questions in our world today
is this-shall races work for life in cooperation, or struggle to the death.
in opposition? I am convinced that, as President Harding ha~ recently
said,-"Only understanding is necessary for a tranquil world." Wherever
the cultured of different races come to know each other, always there fol-
lows brotherhood and cooperation. The tragedy of our time is that the
cultured of all races have no points of frequent contact; even where such
opportunities exist, racial prejudices forbid.
I' may be foolish enough to think that because I am white I am more
6
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thought of by God, but "He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh." Four
years as president of Howard University, a great institution of some
twelve schools. and over two thousand students drawn from thirty-eight
different states and ten foreign countries, absolutely prove to me that color
is no deeper than the epidermis, it does not change body, mind or soul,
save as environment forces certain mental and spiritual reactions in any
people .. The slave can never be what the free man is; but the black man
free, or the yellow man free, is the peer of the white man free.
How disheartening after such a world struggle as that through which
we have just come, to find nqw such atavism in otherwise splendid men
and women as' to draw a color line, through prejudice.
,lYe have come a long way, however, even if we have yet a long way
to go.-The New Student. Feb. 24, 1923.
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TENTATIVE PROGRAM FOR COMMENCEMENT WEEK.
FRIDAY, JUNE 1.
Senior Chapel ~ 12:00
Girls' Exhibition Drill, Department of Physical Education 1 :00
M.
P.M.
SUNDAY, JUNE 3.
Baccalaureate Services 4 :00 P. M.
Rankin Memorial Chapel, sermon by President Durkee.
Music by Vested Choir.
MONDA Y, JUNE 4. :
Concert by University Band 1-2:00 P.NL
President and Mrs. Durkee at home to Senior Classes .. 4-5 :30 P. M.
Senior Class Exercises, School of Law, Chapel, 8 :00 P. :M.
TUESDAY, JUNE 5.
Annual Meeting of Board of Trustees 10 :60 A. M.
Planting of Ivy 'by Senior Class 10 :00 A. 1\1..
Senior Class Day Exercises, Campus , 4 :00 P. M.
Concert by University Band , , , 7 :00 P. M~
Senior Class Prom, Dining Hall .. , , 8 :00 P. M.
Concert by Glee Club 10.00 P. M.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6.
R. O. T. C. Review 1:00 P. M.
Senior Class Exercises, School of 'Pharmacy, Chapel. 4 :00 P. M.
Howard Players in "The Exile," Campus 8 :00 P. M.
Music by University Orchestra.
THURSDAY, JUNE 7.
Commemoration Services for Dr. Lamb, Rankin Memo-
rial Chapel 3 :30 P. M.
President and Mrs. Durkee at home to alumni and
friends 4 :30-G':00 P. M.
University Orchestra in Concert, Chapel 7 :00 P. M .
.Meeting of Alumni, .Chapel. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 8 :00 P: M.
FRIDAY, JUNE 8.
Alumni Meeting, Chapel ·9:30 A. M.
Alumni Luncheon, Dining Hall , , , .12 :30 P. M.
Commencement Exercises, Campus. Speaker, Dr.]. W..
Music by University Band.
E. Bowen of Gammon Theological Seminary 3 :30 P. NI.
Alumni Reception and Banquet, Dining Hall ',' .. 8 :00 P. M.
RADIO Co 'CERTS DAILY.
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY.':'
T'NO thousand people in one group always constitute an important
social fact. Twa thousand students, grouped tagether, with youth
in their hearts and the future in their hands, constitute a social fact still
more significant. Twa thous~nd Negra students of collegiate grade, in
one institution of learning, preparing specifically far leadership in a race
group making up one-tenth of our democracy, constitute a social fact
whose significance in America is practically infinite.
At Howard University such a group is now assembled and from Howard
University aver six thousand of her sans and. daughters have gane forth
into all parts of the earth to serve mankind. Daily the two thousand sing,
"Reared against the eastern sky,
Proudly there on rill-top high,
Far above the lake sa blue,
Stands old Howard, firm. and true."
.Daily from the four quarters of the globe the six thousand older children
of the same mother send back the refrain,
"There she stands for truth and right,
Sending forth her rays of light,
Clad in robes and majesty,
0, Howard, we sing of thee."
On May 1, 1867, without a local habitation and barely a name, Howard
University held its first class in a rented dance hall with one teacher and
a handful of pupils equipped with only the rudiments of learning. It is
a long step from that day to January 5, 1923, when twenty-one hundred
students were enrolled. During the fifty-six years of its existence, the
institution has grown in size and in influence until today it finds itself
the acknowledged leader in the field of Negro education, a university
truly national in its character. The faith of its founders has been justified.
While the University has shown a healthy growth in enrollment since
its foundation, a noticeable acceleration in its rate of increase has taken
place particularly during the past two decades. The total net enrollment
in all departments in 1901-02 was 939. In 1911-12 it was 1,453. In
1922-23' the number had reached 2,100, not including the usual increase
far the Spring Quarter. It should be noted here that all work below
collegiate grade was abolished in June, 1919. This reduced the enrollment
* EDI'l'OR'S NOTE: With the courteous permission of Oppo1"tnnit:,>" we are publish-
ing a reprint of the above timely article on Howard University by our Dean Holmes
of. the School of Education, with a view to its possible wieler circulation among
alumni and friends. This excellent article appeared in the March, 1923, issue of
Oppo1·tllnit3'· 9
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for the next year by approximately 350 students. The increase since
that time must therefore be considered as having overcome this sudden
withdrawal in addition to the net increase as indicated by the enrollment
for the succeeding years. The 2,100 mentioned for 1923 therefore rep-
resents an actual increase over 1919 of about one hundred per cent in the
enrollment of students above secondary grade. The last figure is made
up about equally of the students in the college and those in the professional
schools. The former includes the Junior College and the schools of
Liberal Arts, Education, Commerce and Finance, Applied Science, Public
Health and Hygiene, and Music, and the latter the schools of Religion,
Law, and Medicine, the last named" embracing the colleges of Medicine,
Dentistry and Pharmacy. This is by far the largest number of Negro
students above secondary grade ever embraced in (me organization. And
since this large body of students is, tieing prepared primarily for places
of leadership in a group making up one-tenth of the total population of
our great democracy, the importance of its work and its influence in the'
solution of the great economic and social problems which face the nation
cannot be overestimated. Indeed, because of the peculiar place that
Howard University holds in the educational world from the viewpoint
just indicated, it seems safe to say that the work of no other single
college or university in America is of equal importance as a national
influence.
Since rank imposes obligation, Howard has always accepted the obliga-
tion that goes with leadership in education by creating and maintaining its
standards of instruction anJ'scholarship on the highest possible plane con-
sistent with its resources, Through the persistent pursuit of this. policy
its work in all departments is recognized in those circles' where: such
recognition counts most strongly.
For years the work of the College of Medicine has officially been rated
in the first class by the American Medical Association, which means full
endorsement by the highest authority on medical education. The im-
portance of the work of this school in providing .physicians for the race
is unquestioned. And the importance of its rating in class "A" is-indicated
by the fact that without such classification its degrees and diplomas would
not be recognized in certain states. Realizing these things, the General
Education Board has shown itself willing to give substantial endorsement
to so worthy a cause by granting half of a· permanent endowment fund
of $500,000 for the School of Medicine, provided that the remainder is
raised from other sources by July 1, 1923. The University is now engaged
in an intensive campaign to meet this offer, which is a challenge to all
who believe that the highest training in the healing art for those who
must serve a race is essential, not only for the well being of the group
immediately served, but for the American people as a whole,
During the past year the. College of Dentistry was granted full recog-
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nition by the Board of Regents of the State of New York as a result of
the improvement and expansion of its physical plant, the enlargement of
its faculty and the increase in its entrance requirements. Formerly candi-
dates were admitted to that school on the basis of high school graduation.
Today, one year of approved college work is required for admission. For
the year 1£)24-25, an entrance requirement, for two years of college work
goes into effect which, with the regular four years of professional study,
will place the degree in dentistry six years beyond the high school.
The School of Law is seeking admission to the American Association of
Law Schools with the endorsement which such membership implies. As
part of the movement in that direction the sum of $20,000 has been spent
in remodelling the Law School Building during the current year. This,
with the strengthening of its faculty and the readjustment of its courses
now in process, will in all probability, gain the recognition sought. The
importance of this can be fully appreciated only when one realizes that this
is the only school in the cOlmtr~specifically maintained for the training of
Negroes for the legal profession.
According to the present organization, the schools of Liberal. Arts,
Education, and Commerce and Finance cover the last two years of the
college and are built upon the Junior College which comprises the first two
years. The endorsement of the collegiate work of the University, placing
it on a par with that of the leading colleges of the country was recently
given by the Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Middle
States and Maryland when that body placed the School of Liberal Arts
upon its approved list. The American Medical Association also recognizes
the work of the Junior College as of the first class in preparing students
for the study of medicine.
Recognizing from the first, the importance of teacher-training as a factor
in social uplift, Howard has always placed great stress upon this phase
of education, maintaining from the first an effective Normal Department.
This was merged into the Pedagogical Department which became a school
of collegiate grade covering four years when the Teachers Coll'ege was
established in 1900. Under the present organization the School of Educa-
tion, following the best practice in the country for such departments in
universities, confines its efforts to the training of teachers for work above
the elementary school and for supervisory positions. Its degree is fully
recognized in professional circles and the demand for its product is greater
than the supply.
The School of Commerce and Finance is unique in being the only insti-
tution for Negroes offering college courses and granting degrees in this
field. Because of the rapid development of large racial commercial enter-
prises in America and the consequent demand for competent men and
women to handle them, the need of such training in Insurance, Finance,
and Accountancy, as is given in this school is obvious. The enthusiasm
./
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with which students are taking up this work indicates that they realize
this need and are eager to equip themselves for the demands of the new
day in Negro business.
The School of Applied Science also holds its place, single and alone,
in the field of Negro education. While it is true that many other schools
in this group offer courses in Home Economics, few, if any, specialize in
such work on the collegiate plane offering curricula leading to degrees, as
is the case at Howard. The courses in Architecture, Art and Engineering
are, without doubt, the first erious attempt made to provide this class of
technical training primarily for the benefit of Iegro youth. A number
of degrees have already been granted in Civil and Electrical Engineering
and the prospects are that the school will SOOI1 be able to present graduates
in Architecture, Art, and Mechanical Engineering, there being a number
of undergraduates at present in each of these departments.
The School of Music, while it graduates students every year with the
degree of Mus. B., fills a much larger place in the life of the University
than such a bald statement would imply. It is the source of much that is
artistic and spiritual, both in conception and expression among the student
body. The choir and the Glee Club give opportunity for group singing
while at frequent recitals the students have ample chance for individual
expression, both vocal and instrumental. It is through this department
that formal recitals by the best artists are staged and occasionally large
choral productions are rendered with the resulting enrichment to the life,
both of the University community and of the city at large.'".\,.
The authorities of the University have for some time realized the de-
sirability of establishing a department giving particular attention to the
work in public health, a field which during the past five years has been
constantly growing in importance in the estimation of the American people.
The plans have finally been worked out and the University has announced
thatits School of Public Health and Hygiene is an as ured fact, ready to
provide training in this most important field of service to humanity.
Realizing that one of the great functions of a University is the encour-
agement of scholarship and the development of the spirit of research,
Howard University has always been careful of the quality of its staff of
instructors and is constantly on the alert to add to the faculty the out-
standing Negro scholars as they are developed. This policy will be con-
tinued' not only for the purpose of strengthening the undergraduate work,
but in order that the University may become a center of research and
graduate study, a line of development in which a beginning has already
been made.
But all this is as it should be for this niversity was conceived and
nurtured by men who saw the need and visioned the possibilities of an
institution whose mission was to supply the higher needs of the race. In
common with the large majority of the older schools devoted to the
-,
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education of the Negro, Howard University was a product of the Civil
'vVar. The philanthropic spirit of the North found its highest expression
in ministering to the newly emancipated race in the establishment of
educational institutions in order that those who had groped in darkness
for centuries might eat the fruit of the tree of knowledge which made
gods of men. General Oliver O. Howard, already a heroic figure on the
basis of his war record, became still more' heroic as the founder of the
great institution which bears his name. As Commissioner of the Freed-
men's Bureau he became an official representative of the Federal Cov-
"ernment in the tremendous task of social uplift created by emancipation.
And through this relationship the University was, in effect, from the very
first a ward of the Government, a relationship that has existed ever since.
Its location, too, at the Nation's Capital, was no small part of the vision
of" its founders; for this makes av.ailable for the use of its faculty and
students the vast literary and scientific resources of the bureaus and
departments of the Federal Government, an asset whose value can hardly
be overestimated.
The present financial resources of the University and the extent of the
. support by the Government can best be indicat~d by the forthcoming report
of the Secretary-Treasurer: "
"As of June 30, 1922, the total value of .plant and funds was
$2,134,940.98. The value of the educational plant was $1,653,568.62, of
which $616,544.16 represented the value of land, $826,424.91 the value
of buildings and $210,599.55 the value of equipment. The permanent
endowment fund was $321,327.21 and ·the unproductive land fund was
$93,903.43. The total income was $589,033.87, of which $363,135.23 was
appropriated by the United States Government. The last figure includes
$116,000 appropriated for the ~ompletion of the new Dining Hall and
Home Economics building." The, building referred to is a beautiful
structure devoted to the uses indicated by its name and costing $201,000.
The Federal appropriation for the support of the University for the
current year shows an increase of $26,000. for general purposes and in
addition, a special appropriation of $40,000 on account of $197,500
authorized for a building to be used as a gymnasium and an armory,
together with a drill and athletic field. This is a provision of great
importance in the development of the University and brings to reality
fl~ hopes and dreams of its constituents which they have entertained for
many years, The building as planned is' to be located on an elevation to
the North of the new dining hall, overlooking the Soldiers' Home, Mac-
millan Park and the City Reservoir. This is in accordance with the present
scheme of development which makes the eastern edge the real front of
the University. This building, together with the proposed athletic field
adjacent on the North will provide splendid facilities for the various
athletic activities and for the work of the R. O. T. C. Unit.
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Because of the variety of its offerings, its high standing and its many
other advantages, the University attracts a large and cosmopolitan student
body. Last year. students were enrolled from thirty-six states and nine
foreign countries. The result is that there exists in the college com-
munity a student li fe of great richness and infinite possibilities. Ail
forms of college activity give abundant opportunity for self expression
and are enthusiastically entered into according to individual interests.
One of the most recent developments in the life of the University is
an intense interest in dramatics, a field in which the race, although pos-
sessing wonderful talents, has had but little opportunity to participate.
A division for this work has been made a regular feature of the curriculum
in circler to develop among the students a knowledge of dramatic technique
and to stimulate interest in Negro folk-lore and history as materials for
dramatic composition. The "Howard Players," an orzanization fOl: the
public presentation of dramas, presents annually a number of plays, the
cast being made up entirely of students. The list of performances given
recently includes Dusany's "Tents of the Arabs," Torrence's "Simon the
Cyrenian," 0' Jeill's ":fhe Emperor jones," and Percy Mackaye's "Can-
terbury Pilgrims." "The' Emperor Jones" was given twice, once with'
Charles Gilpin in the title role. [r. Gilpin has since shown his apprecia-
tion of the work of the students by offering two of them places in his
own company. The aim of the Department of Dramatic Art and Public
Speaking is, frankly, to develop the dramatic possibilities of the Iegro,
and to be one of the pioneers in a movement for the establishment of a
national egro theatre. ""
A strong element 0 ( the li fe of the University and one upon which the
faculty has learned to rely for the development and maintenance- of a
'healthy atmosphere is' fraternity life' among the students. Six national
fraternities and three sororities have chapters at the University, of which
two are in the professional schools. Five of the fraternities and two of
the sororities have chapter houses.
A recent event of considerable significance was the visit to Howard
University by a group consisting of three foreign students touring the
United States under the guidance of an American student, making a study
of the student bodies of the various institutions. This group was enter-
. rained for nearly a week by the students observing their work and their
recreation, and living in the fraternity houses with them.
Important developments accompanied in some cases by radical changes
are but indicative of the splendid progress which must take place in the
.Ileld of Negro education within the next few years. America is looking
for it, the educational world is expecting it and the race is demanding it.
Every institution of learnirig devoting its energies to that field has a
definite part to play in the task ahead and will find itself taxed to pull its
part of the load in the forward movement actually now under way. All
14
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are going in the same direction and all may share, both in the labor and
in the glory. There will be plenty of both for all. In this co-operative
movement toward higher things educationally, Howard University recog-
nizes and accepts its responsibility.
D. O. W. HOLMES.
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INTERESTING ADDRESS AT THE RECENT CONVOCATION OF THE
SCHOOL OF RELIGION OF HOWARD UNIVERSITY.
By Prof. S. G. Atkins
State Normal School, Salem, N. C.
IN a recent address on "Objectives in a Constructive Home MissionPolicy for Negro Education," I held that "The first great need still
is but the old one already met only in small degree, viz., True Leadership."
In meeting the old need of leaders the missionary societies had in mind
essentially teachers. True, the education of preachers was one of the
first of the old objectives, but these preachers were to be especially
teachers and religious guides in the dawn of the new day of freedom.
The purpose was to relieve the emancipated people from the impending
result if blind followers and blind leaders should fall into the ditch
together.
Hence. it was all important that those pioneer missionaries should be on
the field even before the smoke of battle cleared away, that the impending
catastrophe might be averted, and this was grandly done.
We are now living in a new time when the followers so far from being
all blind are not now even mostly blind. It is true that many who are
put into the educational statistics as seeing, see only through a glass darkly.
But the majority now see or see sufficiently to begin to think they see
well; and this first objective is shifting rapidly from one of providing
mere guides or leaders for the blind, to one that contemplates providing
leaders for those who ~e, ieaders who shall sometime go ahead rather
than always accompany the mass. A new Educational Era is well under
way in the South and the question of leadership is almost the paramount
question there, especially as we realize that the leaders will now come
more and more from the Negro people themselves.
This gives the question of leadership a crucial, almost painful sig-
nificance and importance.
The leader for the new time must have all the strength of the leader
of reconstruction days; and it will be most unfortunate if he is less con-
secrated, for then he will contradict the missionary idea rather than extend
and perpetuate it. Right here then my chief point under this head
asserts itself.
Let the missionary societies and the institutions founded or supported
by them highly resolve that they will not give up a scintilla of the old
spirit which characterized the brave and patient struggles of those
c .cntf ul but fruitful years. from 1865 to 1875, and let not old hands give
way until new ones are ready to teach and speak "the things which they
have seen and heard," and which they are as ready to show forth in their
lives, as were the men and women who came down from the North in
that trying decade right after the Civil War, "counting not their lives
16
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dear unto themselves so that they might finish their course with joy and
the ministry they had received." This type of new leader will thus at
once bless the work and the worker, and will confer upon missionary
philanthropy that quality that will be twice blessed, blessing him that
gives and him that receives.
Because of the need of conserving the spirit of the pioneers while we
reach out for new privilege and new opportunity in order to meet the
new need, I am beginning to think it would be well if the Home Mission
Boards of the country would unite on the building of a common center
for the training of missionary workers. What I have in mind would
contemplate that the workers trained at this center would have standard
academic preparation when admitted; perhaps college training of standard
grade, or its equivalent. This center should, I think, be located in a care-
fully selected community somewhere on the line between the North and
South. We have a suggestion as to the t~e of institution probably in the
Springfield, Massachusetts, College for the training of Y. M. C. A.
workers, which especially prepares directors of physical training.
This center I am thinking about should afford 'facilities for training in
every proper direction of the highest. standard type, as good as can be
had anywhere in America' or the world.
I am thinking now mainly of the spiritual quality and the religious
motive as the most fundamental and important thing in education, and
I am thinking now of hundreds of schools that are ready to pay good
salaries to workers, men and women,-who, when they have gotten the
best education our land affords, can still teach a Bible-class, lead in prayer
sometimes, without saying prayers-and lead the prayer-meeting without
making everybody over conscious throughout the meeting of their worldly
wisdom or academic. inheritance.
I am thinking also of the form of school athletics that is for the most
part yet to be, of the leadership in athletics that plays hard and at the
same time leads men and women upward, and not downward, that keeps
the top piece on top, and permits the man-the thinking being, to stay
on the throne; of that type of academic and educational leadership that
will promote wholesome athletics without propagating "athletic idolatry."
If our Home Mission Boards could set up and equip such a center-one
that would challenge all the gray matter and the red blood of him who is
to become the master man-one that would have among its trainers the
finest and most consecrated men of the nation, and men stalwart withal
in body and mind and reputation; the men and women to be trained could
then be found-God would give them to the praying church-and the
20th century for the Negro race would look ever forward, and never
backward.
We have come out of the World Vvar with what appears to me to be
a confused vision, if not a backward look; and, as I see it, nothing but a
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heroic experiment will set the situation aright. A large number of our
finest men that went to the war, many of whom were church men, and
some of them religious teachers before they went; came back so changed
that they would now as soon invite our youth to accompany them to the
questionable movie or a dance-hall as to the House of God-if not sooner.
It should be a great missionary training center-of University rank if you
please-where Pauline trainers-Pauline because they are first spiritually
heroic-would appeal to men and women, who are willing to consecrate
themselves to a program that has commended itself to the Christian church.
1"am not thinking of a center for religious training only, but for every
type of special training that might make the men and women who take
it equal to anybody else, trained anywhere else; but who, while they are
taking the training, would not have to scrap their religion, or repudiate
the principles of the Sermon on the Mount or the teachings of the
churches with which they were affiliated before they left their homes and
their parents.
There is at the present time, it seems to me, a unique need which may be
interpreted as a real opportunity. For some years the challenge to our
young people has appeared to be a commercial one. Our leaders have
stressed, if not overstressed, the econo-mic appeal. The result has been
that medicine and law and business have claimed in disproportionate
degree the young men, and even the young women, who have apparently
felt called upon to give themselves up to what they have called making
a living. _
"'-The more important matter of making a Iife has almost fallen into
discard. Religious leadership-the particular interest of the minister and
the teacher-has apparently become a thing less worth while, except where
there is the lure of the big congregation and the large salary.
This tendency cannot be arrested except through the instrumentality
of a new leadership which, at one and the same time, shall represent the
finest and best of the most modern and progressive culture, and the spirit
of the post-bellum missionaries who founded institutions like Howard,
Lincoln, Atlanta, Fisk, Biddle, Shaw, Scotia, Spellman, and a hundred
others; the same spirit which also actuated the early graduates and some
present ones also of these institutions and who went forth from them to
found institutions like Livingstone, Tuskegee, and a score of others.
The School of Religion and the Missionary Training Center I have
suggested above would have the unique opportunity through a renaissance
of New Testament evangelism yoked up with the strongest and most
virile intellectualism to exert an influence upon the life of the Negro
people-a life still largely in the forming-that would produce a whole-
some balance ·between necessary economic progress and indispensable
spiritual stability. It would be so well supported, and so strong that it
would attract the very best material and send out men and women who
18
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would command the attention and respect of a nsmg and advancing
people, a people who through education and progress are rapidly reaching
such a plane of self-respect and new race consciousness as to prompt them
to demand a leadership that shall at least represent a high order of
intelligence and unusual dependability of character.
Hence the new race leader-especially the religious leader-must rep-
resent all of this and more: and, therefore, the training center which may
hope to provide such leadership must be so equipped and organized as to be
a ranking institution of the very first class. .
Now this will call for the uniting of forces. It would be well, of
course, if our hard-boiled denominationalists would pool their interests
. and build- one such center for the groups of denominations of the same
faith and order; but it would be far better if all Evangelical Christians
would unite on one interdenominational center, so far as the Negro
people are concerned, and G(,eate one institution which would stand out
practically in a class by itself because of its extraordinary facilities for
training the leaders demanded by the times, a leadership which seems
necessary not only to save our generation from the demoralizing effects
of the war, but from the baleful tendencies of the times themselves.
There is, therefore, a big contract ahead for those organized agencies or
that agency which would undertake to meet the great exigency, and thus
furnish the race that great spiritual force which in recent years it has
seemed to lose, even as it has forged ahead along commercial and
intellectual lines.
What are we going to do about it? What can be done to answer this
new challenge, this call for a new leadership, a leadership that shall
possess all the spirituality and consecration of the missionary heroes of
the past, and at the same time all the intellectual virility and adjusta-
bility which is demanded by the times?
I am wondering if Howard University may not have the answer to the
urgent question, the key to the situation,-probably for several special
reasons.
1. The location of this University in its relation to all the sections of
Negro population is ideal. Here we may find at one and the same time
all the race advantages of the North and of the South, so that while the
man under training may enjoy all the facilities and all the inspirations of
the great northland, he may at the same time be near enough to the great
southland to have touch with the life and needs of the Negro people and
to receive also the inspirations which always spring from. the region made
sacred by the blood and tears and toils of our fathers.
II. Howard University has won a commanding place in the academic
world. Located as it is at the National capital, and with the backing of
the National government, and the sympathy of many of the foremost
citizens of the Republic,-and, with its great plant, it easily holds the 19
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foremost place in the academic life of the Negro people. It is, therefore,
I think in position to furnish a type of training along any line it may
choose to undertake, and a training that shall produce men and women
equal to any produced in the same field in any other institution, anywhere ..
III. Furthermore, Howard University does, it seems to me, have a
spiritual heritage and that would guarantee a missionary quality in her
religiously trained men and women which should prepare each to claim
his share of human interest,-the human interest he should claim as a
joint heir with Jesus Christ: and each prepared to say with Helen
Hunt Jackson:
"My share! No deed of house, or spreading: lands,
As I had dreamed; no measure
Heaped up with gold; my Elder Brother's hands
Had never held such treasure.
Foxes have holes; and birds in nests are fed;
My Brother had not where to lay His head.
"My share! the right like Him to know all pain
Which hearts are made for knowing;
The right to find in loss the surest gain;
To reap my joy from sowing
In bitter tears; the right with Him to keep
A watch by day and jnight with all who weep.",
I am wondering if there may not be such a challenge and opportunity
for Howard University, and whether, should she become conscious of it,
she would be in position to answer the challenge and grasp the opportunity.
The name of General Oliver O. Howard, it seems to me, spells out fOJ;
Howard University and her graduates such a legacy of SPIRIT, and
SACRIFICE, and ACHIEVEMENT.
20
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ALUMNI NOTES.
'12 PROFESSORDENNIS A. FORIlEs,a graduate of the Baltimore High School and of
Howard University, was recently awarded a scholarship of $500 by the General
Education Board, which recently gave Shaw University $65,000 for the improve-
ment of its science work. Professor Forbes is planning to pursue graduate work
in physics at the University of Chicago.
'H The following clipping from the National St ar of New York City, dated
March 17, is indicative of. the manner in which an interested alumnus may work
in organizing the Howardites in a large community. The reference is to Dr.
Peter M. Murray, the efficient President of the Howard Club of New York:
"DR. MURRAYneeds no introduction to our readers. Coming to New York
only a short while ago from Howard University, where he was assistant surgeon-
in-chief of Freedmen's Hospital, he has made his place here secure as one of the
foremost surgeons of this great ciL)l
He is now energetically engaged il1 organizing the alumni and former students
of his alma mater in this city for the great "drive" for the Medical School of
Howard University.
Not only are all Howard men and women proud of him, but the entire race
takes pride in his progress, as "Pete," as he is affectionately known by his friends,
is an example to the younger men of what may be attained by ambitious perse-
verence. We urge all those who are interested in the welfare of our people to
rally to Dr. Murray and help to keep the Medical School of Howard University
in Class A, where it has stood and where it must stand."
"The following notice appeared in the-same .issue of the Noucnal Star:
"All former students of Howard University are requested to get enrolled with
the local association at once. Matters of urgent importance demand a complete
roster. Names may be left with the president of the association, Dr. P. M. Mur-
ray, 235 West 135th Street; with J. 'vV. Duncan & Bro., undertakers, 2301 Sev-
enth Avenue; with the chairman of the Membership Committee, Dr. J. T. V..r.
Cranady, 152 West 141st Street; with Mr. George E. Hall, assistant secretary,
181 West 135th Street, and with T. B. Dyett, secretary, 2296 Seventh Avenue."
'17 GEORGEB. IiV ASHINGTONis now head of the Department of Foreign Languages
at Walden College, N ashville, Tenn. He expects to pursue studies in the gradu-
ate school of the University of Chicago during the coming summer.
'18 MISS ODESSAD. LONGis teaching in the Douglass High School, El Paso, Texas.
'22 The New Y ork News of March 24 gives the foliowing information 'concerning
Doctors H: 1. Hamlett and L. H. Fairclough:
"Doctors H. 1. Hamlett and L. H. Fairclough, 1022 graduates of Howard Uni-
versity Dental College, are being generally congratulated by a host of their
friends upon the record they established in becoming practicing dentists in this
metropolis. They successfully met the difficult State examinations given them
immediately after graduating from the famous Washington institution. Until
recently Howard Dental School has a Class B rating, and all its alumni, before
being permitted to take the State Board examinations, were required to take a
course of from one to two years additional at the New York School of Dental
and Oral Surgery. But since Howard was raised to a Grade A school these
young gentlemen were permitted to take the examinations without that course.
That they passed, agreebly surprised the board, pleased all Howard and elated
their friends. Their success is due to their especially thorough preparation and
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sound college and preliminary education. Dr. Fairclough has opened his office
at 2394 Seventh Avenue. Dr. Hamlet will open about April 1, in Brooklyn."
'22 The following letter from Attorney Lloyd M. Gibson will doubtless prove of
interest to his many friends:
"Professor G. M. Lightfoot,
Editor-in-Chief, Howard University RECORD,
Howard University, Washington, D. C.
,
Sir:
Permit me to express my appreciation to the Howard University Record Staff
for the splendid work it has been doing this scholastic year. Indeed, I heartily
welcome the RECORDto my home, considering it to be one of the best periodicals
ever issued by such an able staff through an institution of learning.
Truly I am proud-mighty proud-to be a son of dear Old Howard. Proud
because .:it has prepared me to see distinct opportunities to serve-a chance to
. contribute to the welfare and progress of a growing people. Proud to be an
integral part of a university in which' hospitality, good will and supreme service
seem to be the watchword.
And since this royal opportunity has been accorded me, I accept with eager-
ness the responsibility that going out into the world brings. I am going· to do my
part. Rest assured of that, for if honesty, truthfulness and square dealing
amount to anything, then I shall have accomplished that which I have set out
to do.
Commending very highly the work of the RECORDin every particular, and wish-
ing for its unlimited success in the future, I am
Respectfully,
(Signed) LLOYDM. GIBSON.
School of Law, '22."
'OBITUARY.
Dr. Andrew J. Gwathney,
THE Ri.conu regrets to announce to the large number of alumni the passing on
April 9, 1!J:!:\. of our fellow-alumnus, Dr. Andrew J. Gwathney, who died at his
home in Washington, D. c., after an illness of more than one year.
DR. GWA'fHN£Y. the son of Robinson and Hanna Cwathuey, was born March 13,
1862, in Stevensville, Pa. Be attended the public schools of that district and later
undertook his preparatory work in the Hampton Industrial and Normal Institute
at Hampton, Va. Following his studies there he entered upon a course in Dentistry
in Portland, Conn., under Prof. H. B. Ober. He continued his study of Dentistry
in Boston, Mass., but later entered Howard University. graduating from the Dental
Department, in 1892. Since graduation he has been practicing in the District of
Columbia for a period of about thirty years. He was an active member of the
Robert Freeman Dental Society and of other associations in the promotion of the
Dental profession ill Washington.
He was buried with Masonic honors on Friday, April 13, from the Nineteenth
Street Baptist Church, Washington, D. C.
IN memoriam of George Ellis Fairclough, who passed on through the Great
Transition while a student in the Dental College of Howard University, March 28,
1921. He lives enshrined in the hearts and memory of his comrades, who still carry
on the battle and of those who loved him best.
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UNIVERSITY NOTES.
\)rtAN SLOWEaddressed the conference of College Women in session at the Y.
W. C. A. on "The Training of the College Girl." She said that three things must
be taken into consideration in the training of the college girl.
1. The kind of girl that we have to train.
2. The modern world to which the girl must go when she is trained.
3. The sort of training which should be given to fit her for life in the world to
which she must go.
DEAN LUCY D. SLOWE
Only those girls who come to college with a serious purpose should be permitted
to remain. College is no place for the frivolous social butterfly who cannot or will
not contribute to society something worth while when she is trained.
Dean Slowe contended that the colleges should survey the modern world, know
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its problems, from the standpoint of the new freedom which women enjoy and delib-
erately train girls to take their places sanely in the new world. She stated further-
that the colleges should definitely make possible, contact with fine personalities and
with life conditions in addition to furnishing instruction from books, for the larger
education of every individual must include more than is found in books. Training
in the development of integrity, honor, fairmindedness, and personal righteousness
is far more important, in Dean Slowe's judgment, than mere technical proficiency in
academic subj ects. Character, as well as scholarship, should be the end of college
training.
A CONFERENCEOF WOMENGRADUATESof twenty different colleges was -held at the
Phyllis Wheatley Y. W. C. A., Washington, D. C, on Friday .and ~?JJlrdilY, April 6
arid 7, 1923. The conference was called by the College Alumna! Club of Washington
for the purpose of forming a National Association of Colored College Women for
the promotion of education among Colored women in particular. A temporary or-
ganization was formed with the following officers:
President-Lucy D. Slowe, Dean of 'Women at Howard University.
Vice-Presidents-Lillian Alexander, University of Minnesota.
Myrtle Johnson, Western Reserve University.
Sadie Mossell, University of Pennsylvania.
Anna Broadnax, Oberlin College.
Secretary-Mary Cromwell, University of Michigan.
Treasurer-Lucy 'Messer Holmes, Oberlin College.
A committee on constitution was appointed which will report to the body within
one year, at which time it is planned to perfect a permanent organization.
The proposed association of college women will include women from every class A
college in the country and will be nation-wide in scope and influence.
PROFESSORE. P. DAVIS, Head of the Department of German of Howard Univer-
sity and, during the curr~t year, a Fellow at the University of Chicago, has com-
pleted all of the courses required for his Doctorate as well as all other academic
requirements with the exception of the final oral examination, which will take place
late in May. His doctoral dissertation, "The Sernasiology of Verbs of Talking and
Saying in the .High German Dialects," has been approved by the Department of
Germanic Languages and Literatures and delivered to the University.
Professor Davis is Chairman and Presiding Officer of the Germanic Club, com-
posed chiefly of instructors and advanced students of the Department. Before this
Club he discussed the content of his dissertation on March 16.
Tenth Annual Meeting of the Association of Colleges for Negro Youth, Held
at Howard University,
THE Tenth Annual Meeting of the Association of Colleges for Negro -,youth was
held at Howard University, Washington, D. C., April 17, 18, 1923. The representa-
tion of the colleges was as follows:
Dean M. VV. Adams, for Atlanta University, Atlanta, Ga.
President C. B. Antisdel, for Benedict College, Columbia, S. C.
Dean D. O. VV. Holmes, for Howard University, Washington, D. C.
President J. K. Giffen, for Knoxville College, Knoxville, Tenn.
Dean S. H. Archer, for Morehouse College, Atlanta, Ga.
President, J. L. Peacock, for Shaw University, Raleigh, N. C.
Dean J. T. Cater, for Talladega College, Talladega, Ala.
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President Wrn. J. Clark, for Virginia Union University, Richmond, Va.
Dean Gilbert H. Jones. for Wilberforce University, Wilberforce, Ohio.
Dean V. E. Daniels, for Wiley University, Marshall, Texas.
Bishop College, Marshall, Texas, and Fisk University, Nashville, Tenn., were not
represented. Lincoln University was admitted to membership.
The first session was called to order at ten A. M., in the Board Rocrn of the
Library, by President J. L. Peacock. Considerable modification was made in defining
the eligibility requirements for admission to the Association. Prior to this time any
college fulfilling the Carnegie Foundation definition for a "small college" might be
admitted to membership. These specifications were raised, in many cases, to those
applying to a "standard college." This action marks a step Forward and will have
the effect of considerably raising the tone of institutions of higher learning.
In order to. improve the quality and to raise the standard of secondary work for
Negroes it was decided to circulate among these schools. definite information con-
cerning the standard requirements for a college preparatory curriculum' with the
definition of a standard secondary unit. In addition to this and as a further means
of providing a check upon the work of these institutions, Dean M. 'v\!. Adams of
Atlanta niversity was appointed to bcgin an inspection of the secondary schools
of the South, under a grant provided by the Genera! Education Board for the use
of this Association. "
The question of intercollegiate athletics brought forth the usual discussion of the
relation of athletics to college life. The resolutions on this subject, previously
adopted at the Eighth Annual Meeting, were re-affirmed. These include the observa-
tion of rigid eligibility rules, the condemnation of gambling and the endorsement of
physical education for all' students rather than a spectacle to be viewed by the many
while being participated in by the few.
At the invitation of President Peacock, Shaw University, Raleigh, ::-J. c., was
selected as the place for the next meeting.
The officers were re-elected unanimously.
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
DR. ARKOLDB. Doxowx, Dental 1!J2Z, Interne Radiologist at the' Forsyth Infirmary
for Children, Boston, Mass., is now giving half his time to research work at that
institution in addition to his work as Interne Radiologist. Dr. Donowa is also the
author of an article, "Streptococcus Viridans Not the Primary Factor in Periapical
Abscess," published in the April 1923 number of The Del/tal COSIIlOS.
The following quotation from a letter written by Dr. Peter M. Milliard, Pharo G.
1907, and M. D. 1911, who is preparing to take the Scotland Medical Examinations,
is of interest:
"1 Peacock Grove Gorton, Manchester, Lancashire, England,
March 22, 1923.
"Dr. Edward A. Balloch,
"Dear Doctor:
"A word to the boys. Please tell them that Howard has a good name in Edin-
'burgh ancl Glasgow, and that I was accepted without any trouble, every paper which
I presented receiving its face value without question. However, I am the last to come
in on the old ruling. Hereafter, all candidates for the Triple Qualifications, gradu-
ares 0.£l~.p;!(,!Jica.'rnust 'present a certificate as having successfully passed the National
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Medical Board of America. This I think was an agreement made between Scotland
and the American Medical Association. It is therefore advisable that all graduates
of Howard, and more especially those who are desirous of qualifying in Scotland,
take the National Medical Certificate.
"Please convey my kindest regards to all. With best wishes for your personal
success and the advancement of Howard, I am, dear Doctor,
"Your obedient servant,
(Signed) "P. McD. MILLIARD."
EDWARDA. BALLOCH,Dean.
SCHOOL OF LAW.
Ll cv.ng Along Nicely in Fifth Street.
THE month of March, while "cussed" enough on its weather side, was particularly
happy in news and incident of interest to the alumni and friends of the School of Law.
Personal greetings v.ere brought by Warren N. McDonald and Percy L. Ellis, '18,
Tilghman J. Gorden, '05, Josiah T. Settle, '16, William F. Denny, '12, and Thomas
M. Watson, '04. Of these named Mr. Settle is a practicing attorney in Memphis,
Tenn., Mr. Denny is a member of the Virginia bar with offices at Richmond and Mr.
Watson practices in both Virginia and the District of Columbia, with offices at Alex-
andria and in Washington, Nothing is more delightful than visits of this sort. Vlie
hope to have more of (hem as the days come and go.
LEWIS K. BEEKS, ':~:!,of Las Angeles, was admitted (0 ·the California bar on March
26th. "Lew" says UO lined up for the examination, but when it was over it looked
like the field of Balak.ava. Only a few remained to tell the tale, but Lewis K. Beeks
was one of these-which is no more than would be expected in Fifth Street.
]. CONKl.lN JONES, ':~2, writes from arion that although he Ins been a member
of the Indiana bar for only four months, that fact did not prevent the appointing
power from making him a member of the Advisory C0mmittee of the Marion Board
of Charities, Mr. Jones being the sole representative of his race on that body.
LAURENCEE. KNlGHT, ] 1'., ':~2, has entered upon practice in a city of the South.
The circumstances of his going to the field of his choice arc very interesting. \\le
will tell of these next month.
A Splendid Endorsement.
J ames Tanner, Register.
OFFICE of R~GIS'mROF \iVILLS.
Washington, D. C., March 13, 1023.
James C. Waters, Jr., Esq.,
Secretary, Howard University,
420 Fifth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Dear Sir:
I regret to state that the first edition of "Probate Forms and Procedure" has been
exhausted. I am, however, now preparing a new edition, which I think will be in the
hands of the printer within the next thirty days.
Some time ago I hac! the pleasure of addressing one of your classes on the sub-
ject of your "Will and how to write it," and I take pleasure in stating that 'never
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before in my life have I received such warm appreciation of my e1torts_ wish to
compliment you on the class of students turned out by your Institution. They are
not only careful practitioners, but are thoroughly wel! drilled in the ethics of our
prof ession.
I have put your name on the list and you will be notified when the next edition
is ready for circulation.
Very truly yours,
---------
Deputy Regis/er of Wills.
Arthur Free Awards Prizes.
No event that has come to pass since the return of faculty and student corps to
their remodeled home has been happier than the appearance of Hon. Arthur G. Froe,
of Welch, YV.Va., recorder of deeds for the District of Columbia, before the senior
class on the 6th of March. The occasion was the award of the William Waters prize
for excellence in the law of Quasi Contracts.
\Vhen the class assembled all knew the prize~vas to be awarded, but no one knew
who the w.nner would be nor who would make the award. Then, in walked Mr. Froe
accompanied by "The Chair." Responding to a brief introduction, Mr. Froe told of
the days in 1901-02 when he himself was among those seated just as his hearers were,
and far from interposing any objection to Howard's cl~im upon him as at least a
foster son. he said he cheerfully acknowledged the debt he owed to the School of Law
for the valuable contribution made by her to his success, in the all too brief period
of his stay within her walls. Concluding his remarks with a stirring appeal to the
class to fit themselves for yoeman service in the interest of the nation and the race,
Mr. Free awarded the first prize to Ernest J, Davis, of Texas, and second prize to
Mrs. Mary B. Marshall, of the District of Columbia, and Zilford Carter, of Texas,
on a tie grade.
Each winner received a copy of Woodward on "The Law of Quasi Contracts" with
an added copy of Woodruff's "Cases on Quasi Contracts" to Mr. Davis as the leader.
Spirit of the Alma Mater.
The Dyer anti-lynching bill did not pass the Congress of the United States. but
under the head of the Randolph bill in New Jersey and the Capehart bill in West
Virginia, it diu pass the legislatures of these two great States, was signed by the
governor in each instance and today both enactments are a part of the law of the
land as well as monuments to the zeal and industry of two of Alma Mater's boys.
OLIVER M. RAN[;C:'PH, '07, of Newark, . J" not only ended a spectacular campaign
by winning his election to the legislature of his State. but he signalized his victory
by promptly introducing an anti-lynching bill which, in spite of all the predictions of
a jeering, sneering opposition, hecame a law of the commonwealth.
In an article occupying two columns cf the Charleston- CW. Va.) Daily M ail, for
March 22, 1923, three-fourths of the space is given over to reporting a "hot debate"
between Delegate Harry J. Capehart, 1913, of McDowell County, and Delegate J, S.
Zimmerman, of Hampshire County, the Democratic floor leader, in the legislature
of the State of West Virginia. The subject of the debate was the Zimmerman Bill
to repeal the penalty clauses 0 f the anti-lynching law, which, through the efforts
of Mr. Capehart, was enacted by the legislature of 19:n.
B!,.s)c;kssivin,?' a 9~}_<liJ(!daccount of th~ rmmrk5 of the two principal debaters, the
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Daily Mail publishes Mr. Capehart's photograph, beneath which it places the follow-
ing words: "Mr. Capehart is the only colored member of the West Virginia legis-
lature. He is a native of Charleston, having been born here in May, 1881. He studied
law at Howard University and began practice in Welch, Mcfrowell County. He is
known as a finished orator and is held in high esteem by the other members of the
legislature."
Where Howard Stands.
The following excerpt quoted from a letter of recent date to a gentleman residing
in Oklahoma should do much to lay the ghost of misinformation, which, oddly enough,
is still encountered here and there in the reports circulated about the standing of the
School of Law:
"There remains to be mentioned briefly your information to the effect that Howard
is Class A. Let me say to you, once for all, please, that while the Howard Univer-
sity School of Law is as much 'Class A' as any other law school on earth, the real
truth is that here is not, at this time anywhere: certainly not in this country, any such
thing as a 'Class A Law School,' for the very simple reason that no authority having
the brains and power to consummate a classification of American law schools has
ever done it. In 1921, however, the Association of American Law Schools voted
unanimously to endorse the proposal of the American Bar Association adopted at its
Cincinnati meeting to undertake, by a committee drawn from its own ranks, a classi-
fication of American law schools. I understand that the committee that is to do the
work has been appointed, but whether they have actually entered upon the task of
classifying, I do not know. I rather think they have not. Theirs is a tremendous
job and much preliminary work will have to be done before the work of actual classi-
ficationbegins. That committee, however, can be expected to do its work well when
it once gets under way, but whether it wil! group the law schools' by letter, as A, B
and C, or by number, or otherwise, remains to be seen." _
In conclusion let me assure you that. the Howard University School of Law will
welcome the Visit of the committee on classification whether it be set for next week
or next year. 'vVe are ready. 'vVe are conducting a standard law school within the
meaning of the American Law School Association's definition of that term and we
fearlessly invite investigation. In fact, we enforce here the rules of the American
Association of Law Schools quite as ful!y as if we had membership in that body, and
it is an actual fact that on October 1, 1924, the admission requirements at this School
will be higher than those which the American Association of Law Schools will de-
mand of its members on that date. It is likely, however, that we also will have
applied for membership in the Association by that time.
JAMES C. WATERS,
Secretary.
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THE RELATION OF THE CLASSICS TO THE STUDY OF LAW.
By Hon. Thomas Patterson
General COItIlSe/ f01' the Pennsylvania Railroad and Member of the State
Board of Law Evaminers of Pennsylvania ..
THERE is probably no profession in which the study of the classics IS so Impor-
tant as in the case of the study of law. When I use the term "study of law," I do
not limit that to the period which precedes admission to the Bar, but ret er to a
lawyer's life work, in which he always seeks to extend and improve his information.
The English common law is made up of the rulings of generations of Judges upon
the customs of the English people and their mutual rig-hts and relations. These men
were all well versed in the classics, particularly in Latin, and, as this language seemed
to give an accuracy of expression which the English did not have, they frequently
quoted from it. In this way certain thoughts That impressed themselves strongly upon
the judicial mind became known as maxims and they are all in Latin. The text
writers also were thoroughly proficient in Latin and often used these terms for pur-
poses of definition rather than the English. As a resu It, the body of the law is so
interwoven with classical expressions and quotations that it would be difficult for one
to have any real knowledge or comprehension of it :vithout a knowledge of the Latin
language.
There is still another reason and perhaps a stronger one.' The law is preeminently
a science based upon reason. All arguments and all decisions proceed upon the lines
of logic. All statutes are supposed to be reasoned out in the same manner, so much
so that, as one law writer has expressed it, "That which is not reason is not law."
Now, there is no study so calculated to develop the faculties of the mind, and
especially the power of reasoning, as the study of the classics, in which every faculty
of the mind is exercised. A mere memory of the meaning of the words is not
sufficient. The interpretation and construction of sentences necessarily involves
reasoning of a very high character.
From this doubtless it has happened that almost all the public men in England, the
Chancellors, the Judges and the Cabinet members, have been thoroughly familiar with
the classics.
It was so in this country in the generations past, but the modern education, which
seems to have for its purpose the elimination of the classics as a common study, has
left us sadly deficient in this respect.
For this reason strong and repeated efforts have been made to abolish Latin as
one of the requirements. of an examination preliminary to the study of the law; so
far unsuccessfully.
My own advice to any young man considering the study of the law would be not
to attempt the study unless he has the industry, perseverance and mental ability to
master the elements of the Latin language.-Lat in Department News Letter, Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh, April, 1923.
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UNDERGRADUATE LIFE.
Cap' and Gown Day.
AFTER the return of the Seniors to childhood on Frivolity Day, April 9, 1923,
what an awe-inspiring contrast was presented when the so recently frivolous ones,
clad in cap and gown, marched up the aisles to the sad, sweet tones of the "March of
the Graduates."
In the absence of the President, Dean Parks, Dean of Men, presided. The address
of the morning was delivered by Dean Dudley VV, Woodard, Dean of the School
of Liberal Arts. Dean Woodard greeted the Seniors as the first children of the
newer Howard which had its inception at the time of their matriculation in the Fall
of 1919. After the singing of the "Alma Mater" the seniors marched out while the
audience, impressed with the dignity and solemnity of the occasio a, could only whisper,
"Hi iuuenes olinnni sunt:" (These young people are alumni 'today.)
The following inspiring address, pointing out the relation of the Class of 1923
to the development of the College under the recent reorganization of Howard Uni-
versity, was delivered to the Seniors on Cap and Gown Day, April 10, 1923, by Dean
D. W. Woodard of the School of Liberal Arts:
"IT has appeared to me to be worth while to attempt to explain something of the
significance of the eventful four years constituting the academic life of the class which
now sits before me. It is of importance that you, the members of the class of 1923,
should have properly 'and helpfully oriented among your mental possessions the ex-
periences of this very fruitful period. l n a way, 1 cannot hope fully to succeed. I
perhaps may reveal something of what you have meant to the University, but just
what the University has mearn, to you will become apparent only as the events of
future years tell their own story. The success of your lives will be a measure of
the success of these four years.
The normal member of this class entered Howard University at what might be
termed a critical moment of its existence, in truth, a critical moment in the history
of the human race. The world, recovering from its mightiest conflict, was reeling
in its attempt to resume the pursuits of the normal peaceful life. The period was
one of restandardization and readjustment. It was a period of restlessness. Assuredly
this restlessness can explain in some part certain of our experiences in the last four
years. And the end is not yet. At this time institutions of learning were flooded
with an unprecedented influx of students and, in many important instances, found
themselves helpless under the circumstances. Educators, facing a critical situation,
began to debate a question which at first blush would seem alien to the principles
o] a thorough-going democracy. I refer to the question of the restriction of the
privileges of higher education to an, in the higher sense, educable fraction of our
population. Tests, so elaborately used in the war and designed to classify the abilities
of the entering students, were devised. The debate is still in progress.
At this time of educational disorder and readjustment and at the moment of
formation of this class which we honor today, certain changes were put into opera-
tion at Howard University. In the main these were, first, the abolition of all depart-
ments of secondary rank; second, the modernization of the office of the Registrar;
third, a thorough-going reorganization of the administrative machinery from an
academic point of view, that is, the establishment of the Junior College and the
Senior Schools; fourth, the introduction of the Quarter System, which will reach
its full logical development in the coming Summer Session. The class of 1923 is the
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first full-fledged product of the reorganized Howard. This fact has determined the
trend of my remarks on this occasion. This class has borne the full brunt of the
consequences incident to such profound changes. You, who sit before me, have
been the object, and, I might truthfully say, on many occasions, the somewhat
reluctant victims, of the inevitable experimentation consequent upon these revolu-
tionary changes.
'vVe are told that education is a science, at least, that it is entering upon the sci-.
entific phase. Now, a distinguishing feature of scientific procedure is the high degree
of control maintained over methods and materials used in experimentation. How-
ever, in education, the chief experimental material, the variable human being, is
difficult of control in the scientific. sense. You must look upon the last four years at
Howard as being a period of rather intensive educational experimentation. I am of
the opinion that this statement will apply in general to institutional life throughout
the country and, indeed, throughout the world. At times you have been somewhat
restive under frequent changes in regulations, but if you will regard the develop-
ments of this quadrennium in the light of the circumstances at which I have merely
hinted you will realize that in a very real and important sense you have been co-
laborers with the Faculty in the building of this newer Howard. You have had the
privilege, and that, too, to the extent not enjoxd by many classes, of making a dis-
tinct and significant contribution to the development of your Alma Mater. For this
you are the object of profound gratitude on the part of the University.
Howard has long enjoyed a characteristic uniqueness. The Thomas Jesse Jones
report of the first and only comprehensive survey of modern I egro education indi-
cated its pos.t.on of leadership. The Medical Schou 1 has for some time been recog-
nized as the single first-class institution belonging to our group. In your own day
the distinction has come to the University of .being the first institution of its kind
whose non-professional department has been approved by a recognized standardizing
agency. But the uniqueness of this latter distinction is now a matter of history.
In the next few years a similar recognition will be the common property of a consider-
able number of our institutions. It is only a question of a short time before the
Medical School shall lose its unique position. It is probable that for some time the
Law School may enjoy an undisputed leadership. No similar institutions maintained
for our group are on a parity with our schools of Commerce and Finance and of
Applied Science. This is true, certainly as to organization, of the School of Educa-
tion.
But the University loses one distinction only to embrace another. On the occasion
of the celebration of the recognition of the University by the Association of Prepara-
tory Schools and Colleges of the Middle States and Maryland, I made the statement
that a University was not only a center for the dissemination of knowledge, but must
of necessity be a focal point for the discovery of new knowledge. In the modern
connotation of the word University, research is a necessary and distinguishing phase
of the activity of the institution. No institution has awaited the perfection of its sec-
ondary work before undertaking work of collegiate grade. lor did Howard. No
institution has awaited the perfection of its undergraduate work before establishing
graduate instruction. Nor has Howard. In fact, in no institutions do we find greater
dissatisfaction with undergraduate work than in those that have reached the highest
development in their graduate departments. In recognition of these facts your Alma
Mater has become the pioneer in its class in its attempt to develop graduate work. That
four distinct investigations of a serious character are being prosecuted by graduate
students at this University is a historical fact of no mean significance for the higher
education of the Negro race. From Connecticut in the North, North Carolina and
Texas in the South, California in the West, from Japan across the ocean, has come
the demand for this work.
I have mentioned this phase of our development, first, because it is .only in this
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connection that your institution can rightfully retain its formal designation as a
university, and secondly, because I am fully confident tl.at the next great advance at
Howard will be along these lines.
In this brief and totally inadequate survey of developments at the University dur-
ing the life of the class in whose honor .we have gathered today, I have. time to
mention only a few of many other accomplishments: material improvements in
grounds and buildings, the establishment of the positions of Dean of Men and Dean
of Women; very considerable extensions in the courses of instruction, the inaugura-
tion of the evening classes, the development of certain phases of extra-curricular
activities-in particular the work in dramatics, in which we recognize the possibility
of a notable contribution on the part of the University.
But a period of four years is a short time in the history of Howard University.
In reality I have been talking of the culmination of the labors of many men and
women who throughout the years have given of their lives to this work. This large
class of 1923 is but one in the procession of many and much smaller classes who have
passed over this same road and have made possible the Howard in which vve take
a justifiable pride today and for whose glorious future I am quite certain we are
willing at this time to pledge a "full measure of devotion."
Howard University and 'Our Band.
IT is a most interesting thing to look over, in retrospective mood, the many factors
which have operated in a vital manner to form "the Greater Howard University" of
the present. Most of these same influences have taken their incipiency from the
ending of the Great Conflict which enveloped not only the Old World, but this New
World of ours, socially, economically, and educationally. .
America, with its recognized standards of efficiency, has somewhat enlarged and
liberalized its views especially with reference to educational programs. Due to the
horrors of war, vocational efficiency has been instituted as the minor watchword in
the curricula of most of the gre~American universities.
The age when one could advance by aid of the intricate sciences, and profound
literary research alone, is, at least, evanescent and the student has been given an
opportunity to improve his academic rating by his interest in the arts, such as music,
histrionics, and the like.
Even the study of war, the art of handling troops, in battle has been officially
rated as a science and is now being studied in all its aspects.
Howard University has intensively liberalized its views since the war and as a
result a goodly number of opportunities are offered for practical and cultural self-
improvement.
For instance, it is no longer necessary for one to take physical training in the
prescribed manner of former years, viz., laborious calesthenics or other monotonous
forms of drill, but the student may qualify for academic recognition by his interest
in tennis, baseball, boxing, etc. .
This has given to the members of the undergraduate body a purpose and interest
otherwise unattainable, along the lines of minor scholastic endeavor.
Hand in hand with the marvelous accomplishments of the "Howard Players," in
their efforts to establish a race theatre along with the performances of the choral
group of the University in their' endeavors to found a .National Negro Operatic
Center, along with and as a leaven to the whole mass of internal activities at Howard,
has advanced the University Band under the direction of a most accomplished and
enthusiastic leader.
For the enthusiasm of Mr. Dorcy T. Rhodes has welded a heterogeneous medley
into a smoothly running musical machine highly symphonic in character. His rare
accomplishments as a musician have enabled him not only to coordinate the finished
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product, of which the University is justly proud; but also to instruct in elementary
fashion most of the individuals ccmposing the whole and to train them to a useful
maturity in the field of music.
Mainly by the same ideals and tireless energy by which he was able to train and
to equip a complete military band of one of the most famous Negro fighting units
of the war at almost his own expense, our music master has accomplished this
herculean task of organization upon the Hilltop.
Coming to Howard less than three years ago, Mr. Rhodes found neither equipment,
music of this kind or interest. Coming to the University along with the establishing
of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps there, one who was there cannot help but
feel that our bandmaster encountered not only apathy but even a certain kind of stolid
opposition in his efforts to point out the advantages which should accrue to Heward
with the building up of a symphonic group.
At no time in the history of any university has a band composed exclusivc.y of
students, held together largely by their love of musi-: and ardent apprcciat.on of
their genius-leader, approached in artistry and perfection cf performance the rendi-
tions of this musical group. Its progress has been little short 0 f phenomenal.
The programs which have been rendered have been of genuine classical quality,
wonderfully enriched by finished technique nd superlatively sympathetic native
interpretation. As the attendance has shown, these symphonic band concerts have
become true events in the musical life of the campus.
Among the genuine masterpieces rendered have been' such scores as "The Barber
of Seville" (Rossini), "William Tell," "Atlantis" (Safranek), "Wedding of the
Winds" (Hall), "My Old Kentucky Home" (Fantasia) (Dolby), "Stabat Mater"
(Rossini), "Lucia Di Lammerrnoor" (Donizetti).
Of the soloists who have contributed individually to the success of Mr. Rhodes'
organization, special mention should be made, at this point of the notable work of
Mr. Clinton A. Walker, who has mastered compositions for the bass which are very
difficult of execution, Mr. John F. Wood, in "Slidus Trcmbonus;" Mr. Dumas Dean,
"Trumpet Solo," "Scenes That Are Brightest," by Henton. Mr. J oscph Thon13S is
to be mentioned for his masterly rendering of Rossini's "Stabat Mater."
Another very outstanding feature of the musical activity upon the Hilltop has been
the forming of the Student Symphony Orchestra, consisting of Lrass, wood, wind
and stringed instruments. This has been directed by Mr. Rhodes, assisted by Mr.
Wesley 1. Howard of the faculty of the Conservatory of Music. This organization
is open to all students of musical ability and has in its membership registered scholars
of the College Department. of the School of Music and of the R. O. T. C. band.
The notable service given by Mr. Rhodes and his orchestra in connection with perform-
ances of the "Mikado," the "Maker of Dreams," "The Death Dance," here and at the
recent brilliant performance of "The Pagoda Slave" and "Death Dance" in Baltimore,
are now well known to the public, certainly to all Howar dites.
Plans are now being laid to present weekly musical programs in the chapel,
and the policy of continued cooperation with all branches of the University receiving
musical assistance will be zealously continued .
.Mr. Dorey T. Rhodes is one of the few colored graduates of one of the largest
and most widely known schools of music in this country. His knowledge of all
makes of instruments, their care and use, is only equalled by his most complete and
thorough knowledge of the art itself. Official Howard has come to recognize more
and more his works and its far-reaching influence in the campus life and its effect
upon the University morale.
W. JENNINGS NEWSOM, '23,
Associate Editor.
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The Melting Pot-Things in General.
AT the annual meeting of the Colored Intercollegiate Athletic Association at Ral~
eigh, N. c., on March 10, a clause was inserted into the constitution which limits
the intercollegiate activities of student athletes to four years of varsity competition.
The rule seeks to eliminate "tramp athletes" and to balance the playing strength
of the seven members of the Association, which includes Hampton Institute, Va.,
Normal and Industrial Institute, Va., Theological Seminary and College, West Vir-
ginia Collegiate Institute, Lincoln, Shaw and Howard Universities.. Howard op-
posed this rule on the ground that the term, intercollegiate, as applied to several
members of the Association is a misnomer since a maj ority of the athletes who rep-
resent the school in question are registered in the preparatory departments and as
such cannot be rightfully termed "varsity players." The discussion raised a very
interesting question, to wit: "When is a college not a college?"
MISCELLANEOUSevolvements, from whoop-skirts to knee-dresses; from flowing-locks
to curly bobbed-hair; from Puritanic modesty to modern "flapper ism" indicate the
emancipating effect of physical culture upon womanhood. The tomboys of yester-
day, who climbed trees and played marbles with their fellows, were branded with
scarlet letters by a hypocritical populace. It was so unbecoming. Holy Moses, what
a sacrilege! Yet,' Tessie and Sallie were veritable pioneers in the realm of liberal
thinking-as potent and efficacious as Galileo or Roger Williams. Basket-ball,
tennis, soccer, and field hockey have supplanted the cosmetic exercises and dumbbell
drills among the ladies. The Female Olympic Games in Paris during August of last
year included events almost as complete and elaborate as the Revived Olympic Pro-
gram. Girls compete between themselves in public exhibitions at Madison Square
Garden without losing one iota of their modesty. Aileen Riggens, a fifteen-year-old
girl, is the best plain high diver in the worl"today. She has a close rival in Helen
Wiggleworth. The Smith Twins and Helen Bleibtrey have records which compare
favorably with the best male swimmers. Colleges like Vassar, Wellesley, Bryn
Mawr, and Smith have athletic teams the same as institutions for men. In fact,
some form of exercise is compulsory at these schools. Howard University is con-
tributing its full share towards removing the mental cobwebs from the masculine
eyes. Compulsory physical training at Howard applies equally to male and female.
All of our old fogyism is being shipped to China.
\Vn(N you read this article, the twenty-ninth Annual Relay Carnival of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, at Franklin Field, April 27, 28, will have become a matter
of history and the record of the most formidable team which Howard has sent to
these games will be known. Howard has named a relay team in the mile champion-
ship against West Virginia, Brown, Colgate, Bucknell, WIlberforce, Bates, and the
University of Montreal. She also has two entries in the, open field .events, The
result of the competition for places on the team has been so keen that to predict the
winners at the present writing would be pure guess-work. The scribe has a hunch,
however, that the team, whatever the personnel, will prove the greatest all-around
combination ever brought together by a Negro organization and will acquit them-
selves most creditably.
The University of Pennsylvania Carnival has grown by leaps and bounds until
this year one hundred and thirty-two schools and colleges are represented in the
competition. These games have a peculiar significance for Howard in that they give
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our boys a chance to compete on a parity with representatives of the leading white
colleges, from which competition, a basis of comparing our virtues and weaknesses
can be reckoned. Athletics is the universal language. By it and through it we hope
to foster a better and a more fraternal feeling- between the races in America to
destroy prejudices; to learn and be taught; to facilitate a universal brotherhood.
THE result of the invasion of the South by our baseball team leaves us with more
hope than faith for a successful year in baseball. The year is young, however, and
all the boys have complete confidence in the ability of Major Allen, the coach, to
turn out a winning combination. Most of the regulars of last year's squad, with the
exception of Payne and Keene, are in uni form as well as all the members of the
championship Freshman team of 1922. The team which made the southern trip dur-
ing the Easter holidays included Clark. Taylor, Downing, J. Long. pitchers; Young,
Higgins, catchers; Johnson, Lang rum, Bryant, E. Long, infielders; Donoghy, Walker,
Reid, Robinson, outfielders. The results of the contests were as follows:
April 2-at Lawrenceville-Howard, 12; St. Paul, 9.
April 3-at Lawrenceville-Howard, 2; St. Paul, 5.
April 4-at Lynchburg-Howard, 2; Va. Theo. Sem, and Col., 5.
April 5-at Richmond-Howard, 4; Union, 4.
April 6-at Petersburg-Howard, 6; Va. N. & 1. 1., 13.
April 7-at Petersburg-Howard, 5; Va. N. & 1. I., 14.
T. J. A.
Howard in the Spring-Campus Scenes.
To S8E Howard in its true cosmopolitan sense is to see it in the spring. There are
activities going on upon the campus of Howard University that are seldom seen
on the campus of any other college in America belonging to our group. Located,
as we are, upon a high hill looking down upon the city at our feet and overlooking
McMillan Park and the beautiful Reservoir Lake, we have surroundings at Howard
which are of highly cultural value. The soft, balmy breezes that come to us over
the rippling waters of the lake, with the mild scented fragrance given up by the
flowers and freshly-cut lawns make the place extremely pleasant. The long-walk
from the Main Building to Clark Hall becomes a perfect bower, the trees on either
side of the walk overlapping to form it.
The campus is a turmoil of activities throughout the spring. Here are a group
of students under a shady oak reading the Romantic Poets. A little farther away
is another group delving into the mysteries of science and mathematics. The shady
nooks take the place of. our reading rooms in Carnegie Library. Occasionally, a
senior, attired in academic cap and gown, is seen to pass in and out of the various
buildings, including the chapel, giving the campus something of a monastic dignity
which tends to off-set the hilarity of youth as exemplified upon other parts of the
school grounds.
On the northeast end of the campus there are very spirited games of tennis in
progress. There are six courts in use at all conventional hours. A tennis tourna-
ment is in progress. The mixed doubles are up. Very stalwart and robust gentle-
men with women of an athletic build whose bodies are beautifully turned show their
prowess for the coveted honors.
There are games of golf in an abbreviated form. Fellows in their sport suits with
"knickers" and variegated stockings stroll leisurely across the campus, playing at
this very aristocratic game. There are men in "sprinting suits" "working out" for
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the great Relay Track Meets. Some move with the fleetness arid grace of a "wild
stag." Others move heavily and awkwardly along. There are others taking the high
and low hurdles as gracefully as the Grecian youths at the Olympics. Their muscu-
lar bodies and the enormous physical force exhibited by them speak well for their
manly qualities. 'vVe see the "hammer," "discus," "javelin" speeding through the air,
falling at great distances which demonstrate the tremendous physical power behind
them. The pole-vaulting and sunning broad jumps are done with much ease and
skill. In early morning hours the girls' hockey teams are .in progress.
The greatest enthusiasm of all seems to be near the young men's dormitory. Here
we see going on the' national sports of two nations, that great American sport,
"Baseball," and one from merry old England, "Cricket." We have been able to
assimilate our foreign-born students into all of our activities in the University except
in our national sport. They hold to theirs with "bulldog" tenacity. The enthusiasm
demonstrated by these English gentlemen and ladies approach that of our baseball.
On the cricket side we have represented all of the great nations of Europe through
students from their is:and' possessions, the Br.tish, French, Spanish, and South
Americans predominating. The students from Africa and Czecho-Slavakia.cast their
lots with the Americans. There are enthusiastic "£;:115" on the baseball s.de, which
is attended by those frcm the "states" chiefly. At this game is heard the accents of
all of the four sections cf the country: the slow drawl of the New Englander, the
boisterous flat tones of the Southerner, the hale and hearty laughter of the West
harmonizing pleasingly with the accelerated speech of tlie Northerner.
There is a lull in the activities. Everv cue prepares for dinner. After dinner
the campus is again exuberant with life; usually the R. O. T. C. Band gives a con-
cert. The concert is over. Study hour begins. Good-night. E. J.
THE Class of '25 found itself cr scmolerl in its first meeting of the, Spring Quarter,
Thursday evening, March 22, 10~3, in Library Hall. The almost super-abundance
of enthusiasm was accounted for by the fact that the Sophomores had met to elect
officers for the Spring Quarter. At the end of a spirited meeting, Miss Isabelle
Washington stood as Pres.dent, This is the first time in the history of '25 that such
an honor has been conferred upon a woman. It is just another evidence of the
equality of women which is making itself felt at Howard.
Mr. J. O. Thomas, as Vice President, will help Miss Washington wield the scepter
of government. The position of Secretary, that all important but thankless office,
is held by Miss S. Elizabeth Brown with Miss Vietta Williard as her able assistant.
The funds of the class have been entrusted to Mr. Lloyd Burrell, who also serves
as yell leader. All possessions of value have been given into the safekeeping of Miss
E. Ophelia Settle, the custodian. The Sophomores, believing the truth of the old
adage, "ill! work and no play makes Jack a dull boy," have chosen Miss Anita Tur-
peau and Mr. Fleming N orcott to 'supply the fun at the meetings in the form of a
journal. A position as necessary in the lives of the Sophomcres as that of President,
namely, the office of Chaplain, is held by Mr. Peter Helm, the class Theologian.
With each new administration, the Sophomores stamp the name of their, class
a little more indelibly on the annals of the Alma Mater. Under the present regime,
the Class of '25 looks forward to achievements even greater than those of her past
experience.
THE Class of '25 regrets the death of one of its members, Adolph D. Edmonds,
who departed this life, April 10, 1923, at Freedman's Hospital, a victim of ,a brief
illness. Mr. Edmonds entered Howard )n the fall of 1921 and remained an enthusias-
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tic worker in his class. His sudden passing has left a vacant space which no other
can fill, not only in the ranks of the Class of '25, but also in the heart of Old Howard.
H. A. D.
Howard Players Appear at Douglass and Give Intelligent Interpretation of
"The Pagoda Slave" and "The Death Dance" Before a Large Audi-
ence-Writer Shows Promise-Student-Authoress Reveals
Potential Talent as Writer of Serious Drama.
The Howard University Players, directed by Prof. T. Montgomery Gregory, came
to Baltimore last Saturday evening and presented two one-act plays, "The Pagoda
Slave" and "The Death Dance," before a large and appreciative audience.
The performance was under the auspices of the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
In approaching the presentation of the Howard Players from a purely professional
standpoint of criticism, there are several elements that enter into the estimate which,
when taken into account, must of necessity offset the pointing out of the more
technical flaws.
The first consideration is the fact that the Howard Players are not only amateurs
but students, and must divide their time, or ra ther their talent, so to speak, between
study and histrionism.
Plovers. Win Appl·oval.
And then there is the fact that the purpose of the taking up of dramatic art at
the school is an effort to establish a Negro drama, national in scope and fostering a
Negro theatre and Negro playwrights. This last fact alone is sufficient to set the
seal of unmodified approval upon the work of the players.
But the foregoing is not meant to imply that the work of the players Saturday
evening calls for an apology. On the other hand, it was not only commendable, as
in the case of "The Pagoda Slave," but rose to a climax that was well-nigh inspired
in "The Death Dance."
The latter was written by Miss Thelma Duncan, a student at the University, and
who incidentally plays a violin in the Howard orchestra. The scene of the play is
laid in a village of the Vai tribe in the republic of Liberia, and the story tells of the
attempt of a medicine man to poison the lover of Azumana, a beautiful dancing
girl, and take her for himself.
Medicine Test Saves L07xr.
Pille Tm·ining Showed.
The young lover has been accused of stealing, and the curtain rises on the accused
standing in the midst of the natives who are clamoring for his death. Proclaiming
that he can make medicine to determine the guilt or innocence of the prisoner, the
m'cdicine man mixes poison. The prisoner is saved, however, by Alihu, the medicine
man's assistant, who changes the ingredients.
Miss Duncan shows a keen sense of dramatic values, and a felicitous gift of
writing dialogue that germinates in the .therne and moves swift and sure to the
climax. We prophesy a future for her in her chosen field.
The group of players that presented this play showed fine traimng, and time and
again aroused enthusiasm by their life-like characterizations of the antics of uncivi-
lized Africans. A special word must be said for Joseph Nicholson, who enacted
the role of the medicine man; Kathleen Hillyer as the dancing girll Bernard Wal-
ton, as the medicine man's assistant, and Theodore Spaulding as the First Native.
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The local color was effected by special lighting arrangements and settings that drew
a round of applause.
First Play Indian.
"The Pagoda Slave," which was the first to be presented, is the work of Charles
Keeler, with the scene laid in India. A different group of players presented this
play and the action was rather slow, and it seemed that the players were none too
familiar with either their lines or the "business."
The story tells of the mistaking of a princess, W!lO has run away 'from home,
for a slave girl and her marriage to a wealthy young man. The custom is that when
a man marries a slave girl, he also becomes a slave.
H orace Scott Stars.
The charge that the incognito princess is a slave girl is. .de by a blind priest,
and when the young husband hears the accusation he goes into the temple and com-
mits suicide before the altar of Buddha. It is here that the young wife discovers
him when she has proved that she is of the royal blood by showing that she does not
bear the brand of a slave girl on her body.- The Afro-American, Baltimore, April
14, 1923.
On Saturday, April 14th, "The Pagoda Slave" was given its initial performance
in Washington in the University Chapel at 8 o'clock. Accompanying this drama
was an example of the Yiddish Theatre in the form of a play by Samuel Pinski
entitled "Forgotten Souls." The Yiddish Theatre is playing an important part in
the dramatic development, both in America and in the Old World. This was the
first opportunity for the patrons of the Players to witness the work of the best
known of the Yiddish playwrights.
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COUNTERWEIGHTS.
Life Is Real.
He was one of those men who never work. He was always fat and healthy, eating
three meals a day.
At last the "Work or Fight" slogan came along, and one of his enlisted friends,
home for a few days' leave, happened to meet him. At a glance he noticed his
haggard face and loss of weight, so the following conversation took place between
them:
"Hello, Bill! You're looking puny. What's the matter; been sick?"
"No, it's work, work, nothing but work from morning till night."
"How long you been at it?"
"Start tomorrow."
Clear as Daylight.
Two men met and exchanged notes.
"I certainly doubled my money easy yesterday," said the first man to the second one.
"How so?" came the query.
"I had a five-dollar bill, and I doubled it when I folded it to put it in my pocket,
and when I took it out it showed in creases," replies the first.
Faster Than the Fastest.
Orchestra Drummer-"I'm the fastest man in the world."
Violinist-"How's that?"
Orchestra Drummer~"Time flies, doesn't it?"
Violinist-"So they say."
Orchestra Drummer-cWell, I beat time."
Teacher-"If I cut a steak 111 two and then cut the halves 111 t\VO, what should
have?"
Johnnie-s-t'Eighths."
Teacher-"Cut those in quarters?"
Johnnie-"Sixteenths."
Teacher-"Twice again, what then?"
Johnnie-"Hamburger."
Why He Flewsseau.
A lady who purchased her trousseau
Now thinks she was foolish to doesscau
For the man she would wed
That is why the poor maiden bo,)·-
Has bolted instead!
Hoosseau.
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Where Gravity Fails.
Teacher-"Gravitation is the power that pulls all things down. All that gocs up
must come down."
Tommy-"There are exceptions, teacher."
Teachcr=-vWhat is it, Tommy?"
Tommy-"Rent, Pa's rent went up and didn't come down."
What Could Abner Do?
Gallant Rooter to Fair Damsel at Football Gamc--"That fellow playing as guard
will be our best man next year."
Fait Damsel-"Oh, Abner, this is so sudden 1"
Noah and the Mules.
1t was a hot day on the border. The regiment had been ordered to move, and'
for more than an hour a soldier had tried to get his mule into a box car. The chap-
lain came along and began to laugh at the soldier's discornfitture, The poor soldier
turned as he wiped his perspiring brow and said:
"Chaplain, how did Noah eyer get two of these things into the Ark?"
It Can't Be Done.
Dorothy liked to play hookey, but had difficulty in doing so, because every time
she was absent from school, the teacher sent a note to her mother. One day she
decided to see if she could not do away with this. So she got teacher on the tele-
phone, and, disguising her voice as best she could, said: "Dorothy will not be at
school today. She is not well."
"Oh, that's all right," said teacher. "Who is this speaking ?"
Poor Dorothy, surprised by the unexpected question, said: "This is my mother."
When Shakespeare intimated that there's nothing In a name, he knew nothing of
Poland's president, M. Mieczyslaw Wojciechowski.
Free and Easy.
"Why have 'Scotsmen' a sense of humor?"
"Because it's a gift."
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY CARD FOR ALUMNUS OR FORMER
STUDENT.
1. Name
(first name) (middle name) (last name)
:l. Present Address
(City) ( State)
Street Address
~. Permanent Address , ,." .. , , , .
(City) ( State)
Slr~~t Address
~. Date Entered Howard University .. ,., •. ".".",., .. ,.", .... ,.",.,
5, Number of years at Howard .. ".,.""""",.""."""",."" •.
Department Entered " .. ,., ... "".,",.",.,',., .. ,', , .. , .. , .. , , . , .
r; Other Departments Entered
- Degrees Con f erred, if any
S. Year of Graduation , , , , .
Year Discontinued Course at Howard ' , .,. , , ,
!i. Occupation or Profession , ,
10. Business Relations (i. e., connection-with business enterprises, bank"
etc.) ,.,., , , ,
J 1. Schools Attended Before and After Attending Howard '
If You Do It Today, You Won't Forget It.
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I fINE PORTRAITS AND GROUPS fi
~ KODAKS FILMS. DEVELOPING AND PRINTING m
I SCURLOCK II':
11900 YOU STREET. N. W. WASHINGTON. D. C. :
~ .. ~
11J!4'o*i'l'~'**:t::J,~,t.$&.~,*,~~,f..#!}~#b;:'~'#.";j:.W!ti€#!f.~*"iJ''i'*,iJ''i'*~~f:~r············..·..·..·..·································· ,
1 t! Smart Co t l e qe Styles t
t 1; +; +
• i
+ i
: EXPERT i
; SILK t
; SHOE t
t HOSIERY RellUlIdlng 1
; .
! ;
! +
i +
+ ++ ,
; !.:
'.; ++
, Six stores in Washington and Baltimore i
L ~ c:J
MAIN -PHONES- MAIN 7775
NATIONAL E'NGRAVING CO.
Photo Engraving for Every Purpose
Specializing in School and
Scientific Magazines
1 3 03 E STREET, N. W. WASHINGTN, D. C.
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~T~~NO~~f};~~~T . OORBY'S I~ I~;a Sandwiches Coffee
~~ Ice Cream Pastries JUO'l'HER'S BREAD
~ SCHOO~ SUPPLIES ~
; 2221 Georgia Avenue ITS FULL OF LL-FE I
~IB ~~~'B'lS~~~~fri-N@!;8Ev?v'5..'~fN:.<m. tM.,%.m~
~~'~:~;;;:;~~::~:~;:?~I
~ An Up-to-date, Modern, Sanitary Cafeteria operated by St duent s
~ Ask anyone who has been there Telephone booth service
~ 2300 6th St., N. W. (Opposite Science Hall)
~ Phone Co!. 8888 Mc-Ghee and Brown, Props.
~~~~~~~~~~~'~~'1m%~~~'~ffirO=~~E=;;;'w£w"'-~~1
~ ~I eliciouslceCreant I
~ PHONE LINCOLN 5900 FOR PROMPT DELIVER Y ~
~~~tM.'lM.~NiR'5..'~]!12·?~'~k~M~,~,t?t3~
r~DUNBARTHEATRE'~~JIA R. H. MURRAY, Manager I
~ 7th andTea Streets I
ICreated by Colored Caplt.ll ~
; Built by Colored Mechanics ~I - Operated for and by Colored Men I
~ First Run Photoplay Open D.ail»: ~.to 11 P ..M. ~
~;.~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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LAWRENCE A.
Artist's,
Architect's,
Engineer's
Instruments and Supplies
LEE
CAMPUS
2nd floor Applied Science Building
"FUSSEL'S REAL CREAM ICE CREAM"
PROPER fOR ALL OCCASIONS
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111m
FUSSEL-YOUNG ICE CREAM CO.
PHONE WEST 2308 1306 WISCONSIN. AVE.
THE GIBSON 00 .. INO.
SURGICAL l~S'l'HU~ft<.:NTS A::"D STUDENT SUPPLIES
::\IICROSCOPES AN'D SCIJ:;'::-;TIFrC r:S:STHUMENTS
917-19 G STREET. X.w. WASHINGTON. D. C.
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+Washington, D. C !
;
Southern Dental Supply Company
1225New York Avenue, Northwest
Dental Students Supplies of the Better Grade
II Professional Building
"••••••••••••e••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••O•••••••••••••••••••• fI •• 6"••••••••••• 0·· ••• "' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •••• ••••• •••••••••••
Dulin and Martin Co. F. R.
China, Glassware, Silverware, Kitchen
Furnishings. Prizes and Trophies
for College Events
Gift Objects in Great Variety
China Pottery, Cut Glass, l.amps,
Silver, Art, Wares.
U15 f; I'lH-16-18 G Street N. W.
Hillyard
Optometrist and Jeweler
A large line of pens and pencils
from $1 to $15
Prescriptions carefully filled
Optical Work done in 24 Hours
Specia/l00/0 discount to Students
Repairing a Specialty
1832Seventh St., Northwest
R. HARRIS & CO. Barber & Ross, Inc.
Class and Fraternity Pins,
Medals, and Special Tro-
phies of every descri ption
R. Harris & Co.
Cor. 7th and D Streets, N. \V.
China, Housefurnishings, Cutlery
Tools, Auto Supplies.
11th and G Streets, Northwest
ROGERS' Silverware FREE to Customers
Wm. Marshall C. A. Marshall
MARSHALL BROTHERS
...FLORISTS ...
FLOWERS, EMBLEMIOF REMEMBRANCE
Funeral Designs, Decorations
for Weddings and Parties
North 6590
1939 NINTH ST., N. W. WASH., D. C.
Showing the New Spring Lines
of the famous make of
Liondale Shirts
(hl({1'anieell not to fade: new one
FREE if it fades
BROWN'S CORNER
7th and Tea Sts., N. W.
SPECIAL: Men's Union Suits
69 cts. per suit, 3 for $2.00
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AT LOW PRICES
BIG STOCKRADIO GOODS
JOHN C. RAU
524 12th St. N.W., Washington, D. C.
Phone Franklin 5457
Electric light wireing, & fixtures
AT LOWEST PRICES
REPUBLIC
AMERICA'S FINEST COLORED THEATRE
You Street, Near Fourteenth
w. E. L. SANFORD Manager
SCALE OF PRICES - Including Tax
Daily to 7 p.m. - 15 cents Daily alter 7 p.m. 25 cents
Sunda;<'s and Holidays 25 cents
TIME OF SHOWS
DAILY at 6:00 SATURDAYS at 2,30 SUNDAYS at 3,00 HOLIDAYS at 2,30
Doors open thirty minutes before show begins
Two Orchestras:
BRANSON'S ORCHESTRA REPUBLIC MELODY BOYS
A. Russel Wooding, Director George E. Battle at the Piano
..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•-•..•..•..•..•...-•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•- ..•..•...•- -•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•...•1 .! Mr. Student: t
! HOW ABOUT A SPRING SUIT
t We make a specialty in the ~rook's Models for College men. I am
sure we can please you. Our Cutter and Tailors are Experts
Call for samples of our
Specially Priced Suit to order. $29.50
M. STEIN & CO., Tailors T
810 F Street, N. W. Washington, D. C. I
li • • • • •••••••••••••••.••.••••••••.•••.••.••.••••••••..•.•••••-••••••• • •••••••••••.••••••••-•••••••••••••- - ••••••••••••••••~
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T We are catering to YOu, !
I t! College Fellows, tI With clothes you'll like I
t ELEVENTH and F STREETS. NORTHWEST !
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4 •
STUDENTS FOR TRAVELING OR LOCAL POSITIONS t
!
!
!
!
i
i
i
i
!
!
!
i•
t
Qualify, now, dut-inv your spare time for a. Traveling or Local
Position starting in June, developing the plan of religious education in
the h orne. Opportunity to make §(jO.OO or more per week. Wr-ite for ful
particul ar s at once.
UNIVERSAL BIBLE HOUSE
1010 ARCH STREET PHILADELPHIA
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -.·· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• 0•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
NATIONAL CAFE
We Cater Especially to
Howard Students
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Under New Management
1855 7th Street
Cor. T and 7th Streets
Tindal Bros. _ Proprietors
WATCH THIS
SPACE!
r~-------~~~~~-;;;;.~.;;~.~:;:~~------- ---~1
I BUCKINGHAM'S PHOTOGRAPHIC ART SHOP !
: FOR APPROPRIATE FRAMING ~
I The C. O. Buckingham Co. !
I Fine Framing i
I 723 10th Street. N. W. Washington, D. C. !
b -------------.---------------~
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1*s~::::~:::~~;:~:::~B;::::::~e;:::::~:::e:~~,~~~ Institution Heads Can An Find an Answer to *
~ ~~~ their Technical and Apparatus Problems Here. ~
w ~m m
<'5 Pructica lly all first rate colleges advise, and many require that illm ~m medical students have thei r own micr-oscope. \lVe have a complete i~ /
<15 assortment to meet every need, and are in a position to assist in _
~ the selection of a su ita ble outfit. I<~
~3ill The importance of vi .ual instruction is established. ·We CtLl1 ;
() meet all r-equi rements of this wor-k including slides, motion pictures ~(, 5 )and complete equipment for either or both. Tbese requirements ~
~~ recognize no geographical limitations, and our service makes pos- ~
$~ sible the carrying on of this wor-k from the ornate lecture hall of the ~
lar·ge cities to the humblest settlement of the most remote distt-icts. "'~
H~<i5
~
<11
~
'1<
I
m
I
~
~
>
<
1004 Eye Street. N. W. Washington, D. C.
.~
What is tbe Sept Camera? It enables one to make motion pic-
tures suitable 101' projection in any standard mucluno tit little cost.
Its va l lie f'or recording tbe important events of school and com-
munity activities is unquestioned. Write for details. VIle a re a.lso in
a position to make complete historical, scientific and educational
motion pictures of unusual quality.
>
<
Call or write for consultation and detailed information on
your problems.
The Scientijic and Cinema SuppJy Co.
Telephone Main 3093
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